KKK Thanks Gang Bangers:

Fact or Fiction

Editors Note: The following was found tacked to a telephone pole. Although the contents of the flyer denotes a racist attitude and the language is harsh, we feel there is an underlying message here for African Americans if you read this with an open mind.
KKK Thanks Gang Bangers

The Klu Klux Klan (KKK) would like to take time to salute and congratulate all gang bangers for the slaughter of over 4000 Black people since 1975. You are doing a "marvelous" job! Keep up the good work, killing each other for nothing. The streets are still not yours. They belong to us. You are killing each other over our property. Best of all, you are killing what could be future Black doctors and lawyers, scientists or businessmen. Our children thank you for eliminating the competition. The fact that you are killing so many youths also means we won't have to worry about you coons in generations to come. You have no future! We should also thank the many judges who have handed down stiff sentences on coons headed for prison. We would also like to thank you for killing each other once you get to prison. We are most certainly winning this war. Soon we will be able to return to the habits of our fathers (the rape and enslavement of Black women and children). You coons won't even be around to defend them. Because of your self destruction you are an endangered species. Once again, our hats off to you gang bangers and just plain fools. Your doing a better job than we ever could. We are thrilled when reading about the drive by shootings. We love to hear the weekend death toll. We just, how you say it, "crack up". When the statistics show that over 90% of Black men who die between the age of 15 - 24 die at the hands of other Black men, we "get off on it."

It's almost climatic to hear that over 60% of Black homes are single parent. If you coons aren't killing each other, you abandon one another.

And you coons with Jungle Fever, we can tolerate that for now because that also fuels erosion of your breed and weakens the chains.

Besides, most of our women you get, we don't want anyway.

Your women see this as a snub and an insult, what great turmoil this causes, further dividing your race. To all gang bangers across the country, we hate you coons as much as any other, but the work you do is commendable.

We appreciate and applaud your efforts. The job of exterminating your own race is obviously something you were called upon by whatever demons you coons serve! When you all are finally gone, the only seeds planted in women will be ours! And when the last of your women are gone, we'll have successfully eliminated this race called Niggers!

Suffice to say, what was a very strong seemingly indestructible animal has evolved to nothing more that a weak little pest which will soon be exterminated! You people no longer take pride in your accomplishments.

On the contrary, your intelligent, high achieving youths are somehow embarrassed by their success! In your "hood" it ain't cool to stay in school!

Fortunately for the superiors (that's us), you coons no longer think of knowledge as power. You think that when you've got a gun, then you got the power. Who makes the guns fool? Who sells you the guns? Those are the people with power.

Your children resent the hard working straight laced father or male role model.

They lionize the cowards who beat their women, sell crack to babies and disrespect their mothers. That boy, what's his name? Martin Luther King Jr., he must be rolling over in his grave.

We would just like to ask him, was it worth it? Well the weather is starting to change and the vermin has already taken to the streets, spreading the filth and infecting already decaying communities.

How sweet it is to ride through these "hoods" as you call them and witness this glorious happening. Ironically, our white asses are safer in your "hoods" than yours. Oh, since most of you coons will be unable to read this letter, the message is simple, keep pulling those triggers and killing them niggers.